SCHEDULE OF EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS
FOR RELEASE:
April 1, 1955

MUSEUM HOURS:
Weekdays 12 - 7 p.m.
Sundays 1 - 7 p.m.

Note: Full releases on each exhibition are available five days before the opening. Photographs are available on request.

APRIL OPENINGS AND EVENTS

Apr. 15 - June 12 TEXTILES AND ORNAMENTAL ARTS OF INDIA. Ancient and modern fabrics principally those worn by women in India, shown with jewelry, their natural complement. Cotton, silk and wool in colorful weaves, embroideries and prints are included with rubies, sapphires, jades, gold and silver jewelry. From public and private collections in India, England and the U.S. The present day revival of textile arts in India is stressed. Selected by Monroe Wheeler and Alexander Girard from material assembled by Edgar Kaufmann, Jr. (first floor)

In conjunction with the exhibition the Junior Council of the Museum of Modern Art will present a series of three evenings:

THE LIVING ARTS OF INDIA

April 19 - Arthur S. Lall, Permanent Representative from India to the U.S., will open the series. Yehudi Menuhin, violinist, will give a short talk on Indian music and introduce: Ali Akbar Khan, one of India's leading musicians, who will perform on the sarod, an ancient stringed instrument. Mr. Khan will be accompanied by a tabla player.

April 26 - Dr. Stella Kramrisch, former professor of Indian Art at the University of Calcutta and author, will introduce: Shanta Rao, one of India's greatest classical dancers, who will perform with her own musicians.


admission: for the series of three evenings:
Members and Students - $5.25
Non - Members - $7.00
for a single evening:
Members and Students - $2.25
Non - Members - $3.00

series tickets are available now at the Front desk or by mail to the Museum. Tickets for individual evenings will be available after April 10.

Apr. 20 - May 22 NEW TALENT EXHIBITION. The 7th of the Museum's series of exhibitions of works by artists who have not had major one-man shows in New York. Prints by Richard O. Tyler, Chicago, Ill.; Paintings by Tom Benrimo, Ranchos de Taos, New Mexico; Sculpture by Hugh R. Townley, Milwaukee, Wis. Although the New Talent exhibitions are hung in the Member's Penthouse, this year for the first time special arrangements are being made to admit the public on certain days while the exhibition is on view. (Penthouse - 6th floor)

April - exact date to be announced.

RODIN'S MONUMENT TO BALZAC on view in the Museum garden. A gift to the Museum by friends of the late Curt Valentin.

more.....
JAPANESE EXHIBITION HOUSE will re-open to the public. Based on 16th and 17th century Japanese prototypes, the full-scale house was built in Japan and then shipped to this country and re-assembled in the Museum's outdoor exhibition area where it was visited by more than 120,000 people last summer. Hours: 12 noon until 6:30 p.m. daily and Sunday.

In conjunction with the exhibition house, the Junior Council of the Museum will present an evening on Japanese Architecture on May 26 at 8:30 p.m: A SPECTS OF JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE

an illustrated talk by Arthur Drexler, Curator of Architecture, in the Museum's Auditorium. Admission: Members $1.00, Non-members $2.00

MORE.....
On view in some of the Museum's third floor galleries, selections from the Museum's collection of paintings, including new acquisitions and masterworks of Picasso. (opened March 24)

THE FAMILY OF MAN. One of the most ambitious photography undertakings attempted by any art museum, organized by Edward Steichen, Director of the Museum's Department of Photography. Selected from tens of thousands of pictures from this country and abroad, the exhibition consists of more than 500 photographs taken by 273 photographers in 68 countries all over the world and is a comprehensive exploration of photography's achievements in recording human relations. (second floor - opened January 26)

NEW HOURS
April 18 - 29: The Museum will open at 10:00 a.m. each weekday for the purpose of making The Family of Man exhibition available to groups of school children. Arrangements for group visits should be made in advance through the Assistant Secretary's office.
April 30 - May 8 (except Sunday, May 1 and 8): The Museum will open at 10:00 a.m. for the general public.

GALLERY TALKS by A.L. Chanin, Docent
Every Friday, Saturday and Sunday, at 4:30 p.m.
April 1: Picasso's Guernica
2: 19th Century French Painting
3: Paintings by Picasso
8: Fantasy in 20th Century Painting
9: From Daumier to Rousseau
10: Picasso's Mural: Guernica
15: Aspects of 19th Century Realism
16: Masterworks from the Museum Collection
17: Audience Choice of Topic
22: French Painting of the 19th Century
23: From Cubism to Abstraction
24: Color in Modern Painting
29: 20th Century Sculpture
30: Audience Choice of Topic
May 1: Matisse and Fauvism

FILM SHOWINGS Daily at 3 and 5:30 p.m. (unless otherwise noted)
March 30 - May 29 - FIFTY YEARS OF ITALIAN CINEMA. The first survey of the development of the film in Italy to be shown in the United States. Consisting of 28 films, more than a third of which have never before been shown in the U.S., the retrospect marks the occasion of the 50th Anniversary of the Italian Film Industry and the 25th anniversary of the Museum of Modern Art.
March 30 - April 2: NERO (1909) and CABIRIA (1914), directed by Giovanni Pastrone with Italia Almirante Mansini, Lydia Quaranta and "Maciste."
April 3 - 5: CYRANO DE BERGERAC (1925) (excerpt) directed by Augusto Genina, and QUO VADIST (1924) with Emil Jannings (German subtitles)
April 6 - 9: 1860 (1933), directed by Alessandro Blasetti

more.....
April 10 - 12: IL CAPELLO A TRE PUNTE (1934), directed by Mario Camerini, with Eduardo and Peppino De Filippo. (no English subtitles)

April 12 - 13: SCIPIO AFRICANUS (1937) directed by Carmine Gallone.

April 14 - 15: THE IRON CROWN (1940) directed by Alessandro Blasetti.

April 16 - 17: THE WHITE SHIP (1941) directed by Roberto Rossellini. (no English subtitles)

April 18 - 20: FOUR STEPS IN THE CLOUDS (1942) directed by Alessandro Blasetti, with Gino Cervi and Adriana Benetti.

April 21 - 24: THE CHILDREN ARE WATCHING US (1943) directed by Vittorio De Sica.

April 25: OPEN CITY (1945) directed by Roberto Rossellini, with Anna Magnani and Aldo Fabrizi.

April 26 - 27: PAISAN (1946) directed by Roberto Rossellini, with Maria Michi, Gar Moore.

April 28 - 29: OUTCRY (IL Sole Sorge Ancora) (1946) directed by Aldo Vergano, with Eili Parvo and Massimo Serato.

April 30 - May 1: TO LIVE IN PEACE (1946) directed by Luigi Zampa, with Aldo Fabrizi and John Kitzmiller.